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Learning objectives

Providing a general framework on the topic of urban tourism, in order to enable the student to analyze tourism &
leisure policies implemented by large cities (Italian, European, American and Asian metropolises); and to develop
analytical skills and strategic vision in terms of attractiveness and local tourism development.

Contents

The course addresses the theme of city-based tourism in the new post-Fordist dimension that sees cities equipping
and relaunching themselves to become attractive again in global competition. Cultural consumption, leisure, and
image are the backgrounds to the emergence of specific elements of attractiveness that will be analyzed in detail.
These include great museums, mega-events, iconic buildings and many other aspects that allow cities to maintain
their acquired positioning and reputation.    

Detailed program

The course is divided into three parts. In the first part, it proposes a general framework on the theme of urban
tourism, addressing theories, policies, and practices, then analyzing the main strategies of tourism development
and deepening the themes of territorial marketing and city branding. 

In the second part it focuses on the analysis of the most relevant aspects of the competition between cities,
addressing the following ten elements of attraction/distinction:

1. Green city: the importance of urban green
2. Archistar: the presence of architectural works by great architects



3. Film commissions and movie induced tourism
4. Waterfront: the rediscovery of the blue resource
5. Important museums: tourist towing par excellence
6. Megaevents: create 360° value
7. Repeated cultural events
8. Urban Lightscape: the lights of the city
9. Smart and sharing city: accessibility and connectivity

10. Heritage tourism: the rediscovery of historical memory

In the third part, students will deepen a case study in light of the 10 elements of attraction/distinction and will prepare a final report of analysis

Prerequisites

_

Teaching methods

Lectures and exercises in the classroom.

Assessment methods

considering the health emergency and the university directions the exam will be done in the following way:

For those attending: work in small groups (2/3 people). Working on the contents of the lessons, each group must realize a research &analysis paper on a city considering its touristic positioning based on the 10 points of attraction. The research paper must be delivered by May 30th;  it represents the material to verify for the final grade of each student.

it is mandatory to register on the first date of the June call to receive the vote. If you want to raise it you can register ALSO on the second date and take an EXTRA-ORAL exam

For those NOT attending, the exam will be ORAL (register to the first date of the call)

Textbooks and Reading Materials

For those attending: slides + a collection of articles and research report's available on Moodle

For those not attending: 

1. slides

2. a collection of articles, research report's available on Moodle
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